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Oregon's radiation law, effective July 1, 1957, au¬

thorized a 2-year study of radiation exposure before
promulgation of regulations and standards, dis¬
cussed in a previous paper (Public Health Re¬
ports, April 1960, pp. 331-336). The first phase
was a survey of diagnostic X-ray units, which not

only provided information on conditions in the State
but also afforded an opportunity to offer suggestions
for improvement in equipment and techniques. On
the basis of inspections of several hundred units,
supplemented by appropriate literature references,
this paper discusses technical aspects of the survey,
emphasizing methods for reducing exposure of per¬
sonnel and patients. The results and their inter¬
pretation will be reported in a later paper.

THE chief of a radiological health program
is continually called on to interpret the

"rear' biological hazard of a given exposure,
the probabilities of delayed effects after certain
radiation doses, reasonableness of a particular
procedure from the radiological viewpoint, or

significance of a given shortcoming in a specific
X-ray unit. He must be able also to interpret
various aspects of radiological safety practice
based on, but not fully covered by, recognized
standards. Good concise background material
on these questions has been published {IS).
Meeting Such demands requires extensive

training in the entire field of radiological
health. Preferably, the chief should have a

degree in medicine plus perhaps 1 year of resi¬
dency in radiology or a postgraduate year in
radiological health. However, with sufficient
personal effort, individuals with other back-
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grounds may be able to assume the responsi¬
bilities.

Suitable short-course and long-term training
is offered by the Division of Radiological
Health of the Public Health Service. The
Atomic Energy Commission also offers courses
in radiological health, but so far these have
dealt primarily with the control of the poten¬
tial hazards of radioisotopes.
With a well-trained chief, the other person¬

nel in an X-ray radiation safety program can
have variable backgrounds and training. Par¬
ticularly valuable is prior experience as an

X-ray technician. In general, however, any¬
one with the approximate equivalent of a

bachelor of science degree can be trained to
survey X-ray units. Experience in reading
instruments is helpful, as is some acquaintance
with medical terminology.
The program chief may train his own per¬

sonnel, regardless of background, so that the
proper standards are applied in fieldwork. An
orientation period of about 2 to 6 months is not
unusual, with frequent group training in the
field on X-ray units. The staff should be sup¬
plied also with suitable reading materials, such
as glossaries of medical-radiological terms,
manuals of radiographic techniques (4), and
the materials of the National Committee on

Eadiation Protection (which are published as

National Bureau of Standards handbooks,
available from the U.S. Government Printing
Office).

Inspection Forms

Making complex value judgments concerning
X-ray units in the field may be somewhat easier
bv the use of standard recording and recom-
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mendation forms. Ideally, these should be
based on practical experience of several months
duration. They should be concise and allow
"checkoff" whenever feasible. Coding for fu¬
ture tabulation should be included. Suitable
forms have been developed by the Division of
Radiological Health, Public Health Service.
Oregon finds it practical to use such forms

for on-the-spot reports of the inspections.
They can be filled out in carbon duplicate, with
a ballpoint pen or typewriter, the original
given to the practitioner and the carbon copy
retained for the office file. Although it might
be charged that such reports are not written
by experts, we believe that the advantages out¬
weigh this disadvantage. First, they permit
suggestions and recommendations to be given
immediately to the practitioner. Second, the
radiation expert back in the office usually does
not have time to go over the field reports in
sufficient detail to insure that his judgment of
the situation will be better than that of the
person on the spot. Third, writing of reports
in the office cuts down efficiency of the field-
work. Sound training in radiation principles
for the fieldworkers and the use of standard
forms with checkoff items prepared by an ex¬

pert are key factors in this process.
The use of checkoff forms not only saves

much time but also permits more detailed and
uniform recommendations. Writing complete
recommendations on any given X-ray unit could
be an extensive undertaking. Merely putting
down that "adequate coning should be pro¬
vided," for instance, is almost worthless from
the practical viewpoint. Details are needed on

how to choose cones, the possible use of an ad¬
justable cone, and so on. The use of a checkoff
recommendation sheet does not, of course, re¬

place individual verbal explanations on each
important item during the office visit. Also,
space may be used on the form for items not-
covered in the printed schedule. A face sheet
summarizing the major inadequacies noted, de¬
gree of cooperation, and need for a revisit is
useful.

The Approach
Before fieldwork is begun, letters to X-ray

machine owners describing the program and,

preferably, expressing the endorsement of the
appropriate professional society are useful.
This step was taken in Oregon, and each user,
not his secretary or nurse, was also called on the
telephone and asked for a specific appointment.
Time was taken to explain concisely the goals
of the program, always with the attitude that
the practitioner is a professional person who
wishes to fulfill his responsibility in regard to
radiation hazards. Our experience demon¬
strated that, when approached in this manner,
the vast majority of practitioners will agree to
a review of their X-ray units.
Endorsement of the program by the medical

leaders in the community is important in ob¬
taining active cooperation of the practitioners.
The policy in Oregon has been to visit first the
radiologists and larger hospitals. Grapevine
information about the X-ray surveys is always
widespread and can be helpful or harmful.

If possible, appointments for visits should be
scheduled several days in advance to allow flex¬
ibility in regard to crowded practice hours,
afternoons off, or prior commitments. A field
staff of four needs perhaps half a day in a com¬

munity for, say, 12 to 16 surveys. Using
forms, we have found it possible to complete an

inspection and report in an hour.
The typical medical or dental practitioner or

veterinarian has had little formal training in

taking and processing X-rays. Usually he has
acquired his knowledge through experience,
based perhaps on instructions supplied by
X-ray distributors. Such instructions may or

may not consider protection from radiation.
X-ray technicians vary greatly in training and
experience. Registered technicians usually have
had hospital radiology department training and
understand their work quite well, but even they
should not be expected to know, for example,
the implications of underdevelopment of films
or increased kilovoltage in relation to exposure.
The usual technician is office-trained by the phy¬
sician and X-ray distributor, and many of them

rely on prepared charts of exposure without
understanding basic principles.
We have prepared a clearly written state¬

ment of the essentials of radiological protection
which is left with each practitioner (in addition
to the checked recommendation form), and ex¬

planations are provided while the standard
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form is being filled out. In addition, the
X-ray safety program includes lectures at meet¬

ings of practitioners of various types. The
practitioners are encouraged to read the avail¬
able literature, such as the booklet on X-ray
protection by the American College of Radi¬
ology (5).

Specific technical problems encountered in
X-ray survey work are discussed in the re¬

mainder of the paper. References to the lit¬
erature, of course, represent only a sampling of
the many excellent articles of recent years. It
should be noted, however, that a number of
these articles were written by radiologists.
Their standards are not always applicable,
from a practical standpoint, to general medical
or dental offices.

Film Badge Monitoring
The Oregon survey revealed few instances of

gross overexposure for operating personnel.
This finding is consistent with reports of other
surveys {6-8). Positive documentation and
recording of doses by means of film badges,
however, were infrequent.
The Oregon State Board of Health recom¬

mends film badge monitoring for all radiation
users, although for small caseloads monitoring
need not be continuous. At an approximate
cost of $1.50 per badge (for small quantities),
the use of badges on two or three potentially
exposed personnel for a month each year, for
example, is not a major expense. Annual mon¬

itoring and special surveys whenever there is a

significant change in equipment or caseload are

recommended for the usual small X-ray instal¬
lation.
The field personnel should be familiar with

the so-called dental film monitoring method,
which has been widely used, but certainly does
not replace film badges. A paper clip is affixed
to a plain dental film, which is carried in a

pocket for a week or two and then developed.
An outline of the paper clip, which appears at
an estimated 25- to 40-mr exposure, is consid¬
ered a positive result. Monitoring with dental
films or film badges on walls, however, has little
value for indicating exposure of personnel.

Pocket ionization chambers, encountered oc¬

casionally in hospitals, are useful as a supple¬

ment to film badge monitoring. They tend to
read low because of the softness of scattered
secondary X-rays, and recording of the doses
must be systematic and evaluated with caution.
For definitive advice on personnel protection,

the best resource is familiarity with the stand¬
ards for occupational exposure formulated by
the National Committee on Radiation Protec¬
tion, and published in the National Bureau of
Standards Handbook No. 69. The permissible
radiation is different for various parts of the
body.hands, neck, lenses of the eyes, and
gonads.and for the whole body, to be applied
as appropriate.
The recent revision of occupational exposure

limits abolished a specific weekly whole-body
or gonadal exposure limit in favor of 3-month,
annual, and cumulative limits. For surveil¬
lance purposes, however, the w^eekly maximum
is 100 mr for continuing occupational ex¬

posure. The quarterly limit is 3 r and the an¬

nual limit is 12 r, but cumulative exposure is
not to exceed the number of roentgens arrived
at by multiplying age, less 18, by 5. Even mod¬
erately good protection leads to weekly ex¬

posures much below these limits, on the order
of 25 mr per week {6,7).

Since 3 months is the shortest period for
which a limit is now given and since the cumu¬

lative limit has been lowered, some film badge
processors offer a double film badge: one packet
to be replaced every 2 weeks and the other to be
worn for 3 months. Use of this badge, which
minimizes the recording of "fog" as actual ex¬

posure to radiation, seems desirable when prior
exposure records are accurate and close to
limits. As an alternative, wearing a single film
badge for a month instead of 2 weeks would
seem reasonable in most instances.
The Oregon Board of Health has not under¬

taken to supply film badges as part of its survey
because of the expense and also because of a

feeling that badges would be used more con¬

sistently if paid for by the X-ray unit owners.

Further, the practitioner will have to make con¬

tact with a film badge distributor sooner or

later, and the occasion of a survey is a good
opportunity.
Film badges appear to be much more reliable

than survey instruments for most personnel
monitoring, although instruments are useful in
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sur-veyinig fluoroscopes. The standard kit of
instruments uised by the Oregoni Healthli Depart-
mlenlt, slhonivn figure 1, consist.s of a "cutie pie"
ionizationldose rate instrument anid a concdenser
r meter. The inistrum-ienits slhouild be clhecked for
accuracvy in tlle eneigy region of soft X-rays
before a finial chloice is made.

Personnel Protection Devices

In offices with smiall caseloa(ds, special per-
sonniel protection devices ma-ay not, be necessary,
depeindinig oni atteinuiation by the tube head,
(lesigni of the office, and work lhabits of the tech-
nicianl. Exposure slhould be documeiited1 in all
instances, howe-ever. We usually suggest some
sort of protective device to reassure the teclhni-
cian anid provide legal protection for the owner,
but on this question, as on otlhers, judgment, as
to the lhazards is a ruling factor. Rigid appli-
cation. of protection rules witlhout considera-
tioll of the particular situationimay le-ad to un-
necessary difficulties.

InI offices with a normnal to heavy workload,
a leaded. barrier is recomimenided. It need not
be expensive, since a lead slheet or lead-faced
plywood can be purclased a.nd installed by the
owner (9). The field staff cani easily learn
wlhere such materials are available locally, how
muchl they cost, and how to insta.ll them. (Tlhis
information slhould also be provided in the
notes given e-aclh X-ray owner.)

Eniclosed leaded. cubicles are liardly ever
manidatory in diagnostic work, although they
are oft,en found today in the larg,er hospitals.
With adequate structural material in. the walls,
experience inidicates that lead slhielding in the
walls of the radiographic room is needed only
if there is a-n exceptionally heavy workload and
perimaiient, occupancy in adj acenit. rooms. How-
ever, lead is oftenineeded belhind the cassette
lholder uised for clhest anid upright X-rays if the
l)ealn. poinits into the waitinog room or- other oc-
clipie(l areas. Outside brick walls or distanice
ofteni re(luce the radiation exposuire in the vi-
cinitv to small proportions. However, an1y
po,.-;il)le, exl)osure, including that inl adjacent
offices of the same buiildinig, shouldI be
do(liiiented.
Exposure of the practitionier himiself miiay

pose special problems. There aire still some

Figure 1. X-ray survey kit used by the Oregon
Health Department

1. Charging and read-
ing unit for air-equiv-
alent wall ionization
chambers.

2. R u l e d fluorescent
grid for determining
dental X-ray beam
size and symmetry.

3. Ionization dose rate
instrument.

4. Air-equivalent w a 11
chambers.

5. Aluminum sheet for
half-value layer de-
terminations.

6. Flashlight.
7. Tape measure.
8. Stapler.

plhysicianis wlho (1 niot wearl lead apipons an(ll
gloves in fluoroscopy or wlho use excessively old
or cracked apronis. Small cracks or lholes in
aprons are not, usually important, but, of course,
they slhould be av-oided whlen feasible.. A re-
cent review by Hale (10) discusses other fluor-
oscope monitoring problems. X-ray work in
operatinig roomiis, especially in gen itourinary
surgye-y, may lead to exposure be,cause the siir-
geoll, normally in a. sterile gown-, is i-eluctan]t
to go lbehind shieldilng, een if it. is present.
Howev-er, most suclh exposures are limited and
the hlazard is not, largre, prov-ided tlhe plhysiciaui
stays away froml- the priimary X-ray beam. A
filmlibadge check of all operiatingc i-oomi p)elson1-
nel is advised if shel wo-ork is at, all usual.
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Since radiographic exposures occur in short
pulses of comparatively high readings (in milli-
roentgens per hour), it is usually not practical
to assess resulting hazards with a survey meter.
We especially discourage any such time-con¬
suming procedures as plotting isodose curves

near a unit. Past experience allows one to
judge protection with considerable accuracy,
and, of course, film badges must provide the
final proof. Since reports are written at once,
we rely on past experience in making recom¬

mendations without waiting for the results of
film badge surveys. If there is doubt as to what
the film badges will show, we write several al¬
ternative recommendations with instructions on

how to interpret the film badge results, and
usually schedule a revisit.
During surveys of fluoroscopes, we record the

dose rate through the leaded viewing screen

and at waist height near the unit. Values in
excess of about 20 mr per hour for the former
and 1,000 mr per hour for the latter may re¬

quire special attention if the workload in min¬
utes of fluoroscopic viewing per week is suffici¬
ently high. Most readings observed in Oregon,
as well as those reported in the literature (11),
have been below these values.

Dental X-ray units may pose some difficult
problems in personnel protection. Because of
space limitations and a desire to watch the
patient during X-ray, many dentists consider
protective shielding awkward. For small case¬

loads, not more than 10 to 20 dental X-rays a

week, experience indicates that a long timer
cord on the unit, allowing the technician to
stand 7 to 10 feet away, may be adequate pro¬
tection, provided there is a good tube head and
careful use. A recent report shows that dental
exposure rarely exceeds 300 mr per week even

in offices with minimal or no protection (8).
An adjacent thick plaster wall which usually
provides an attenuation factor of 2 to 6, may
serve as shielding. Much depends on the design
of the X-ray unit.
For heavier workloads, we recommend instal¬

lation of a shielding device. Special attention
is given to making this convenient. A hinged,
leaded plywood sheet may be attached to a wall,
for example, or shielding may be built onto an

existing partition. Few dentists today hold
films in their hands during exposure, although

cases of chronic radiodermatitis have been seen

as the result of such practices in the past. For
dental X-ray units, as for all others, the per¬
sonnel exposure should be documented, and the
suggestions made should take cognizance of in¬
dividual needs.

Patient Exposure Reduction

Personnel exposure and patient exposure pre¬
sent quite different protective demands, and the
distinction should be pointed out during sur¬

veys. Since one is often called on to discuss
possible hazards of radiation exposure, all in¬
dividuals conducting the survey should receive
instruction on such subjects as genetic damage,
leukemia, skin burns, and damage to embryos
during pregnancy. Many moderate, carefully
documented statements on these subjects are

available (3,5). The information given to
practitioners and technicians must be based on

sound facts if confidence in the program is to be
established.

Regardless of what specific conclusions are

reached regarding the hazards mentioned above,
and we feel the hazards should be put into the
reasonable context of the numerous health
hazards encountered in everyday living, one can

state without equivocation that the changes the
Oregon Board of Health recommends reduce
patient exposures associated with needed
X-rays by some 50 to 95 percent without sacri¬
fice of X-ray quality. If this is understood,
one need not argue about the possible dele¬
terious effects of a given exposure or make the
avoidance of X-rays a prime recommendation.
Any substantial likelihood of harm justifies
using the necessary protection techniques if
they do not interfere with the advantageous use

of X-ray. The Oregon program does, of
course, try to discourage unnecessary or un¬

usually hazardous procedures, such as spino-
grams, shoe-fitting X-ray, well-baby fluoros¬
copy, routine pelvimetry in pregnant women,
and routine examinations that cause heavy
gonadal exposure, such as pre-employment ex¬

aminations of the lower back.
Present standards for total population ex¬

posure to radiation are based on genetic con¬

siderations. In other words, genetic damage
is thought to be the major limiting factor to
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the use of radiation. Exposure of parts of the
body other than the gonads may present some

hazard in regard to leukemia, for example, but
it is not thought at present to be a major con¬

sideration in ordinary diagnostic work. An
exception is exposure of the fetus during preg¬
nancy. There is some evidence that exposures
of pregnant women to radiation may lead to an

increased incidence of leukemia in the offspring
and also that the mammalian embryonic
nervous system is sensitive to radiation (2). It
seems prudent to avoid radiography involving
the abdomen of pregnant women that is not

urgently needed. Some obstetricians estimate
that not more than 5 percent of pregnant women
need an abdominal radiograph.

Coning and Local Shielding
To prevent genetic defects produced by radia¬

tion, primary attention is given to protecting
gonads from the direct beam whenever possible.
Coning of the X-ray beam and gonadal shield¬
ing are the two main techniques for this pur¬
pose, and both present complex problems.

In principle, "coning" of the X-ray beam can

provide good gonadal protection. Various de¬
vices are in use for confining the beam, the com¬

monest being a metal cone attached to the tube
head. Frequently, a cone of a single size is
used for X-raying small fields, such as the gall
bladder or sinuses, but no provision is made for
limiting beam size when larger fields must be
exposed. Another device in use is a lead dia¬
phragm fitted into the tube housing. Sets of
such diaphragms cut to required sizes for
various fields are available in some localities.
Cones and diaphragms, to be effective, have to
be accurately tailored to the particular X-ray
head and field sizes and used appropriately.
A single cone or diaphragm cannot provide
adequate protection. As a minimum, two dif¬
ferent cones are needed for 14-inch by 17-inch
films at 72 inches and 36 inches, and an addi¬
tional narrow cone must be used for small fields.
However, the narrow cone, known as a "sinus"
cone, may also happen to suffice for 14-inch by
17-inch fields at 72 inches. The surveyor must
have a clear mental picture of the geometry
of X-rays and needs to know how to locate the
position of the anode on the tube housing

(usually indicated by a red spot). We usually
carry a small slide rule to facilitate com¬

putations.
The following are examples of situations we

have encountered in connection with beam col-
limation. Two or three cones are present but all
are too large for the field sizes used. Cones are

present, but the technician does not use them.
The practitioner is willing to get one or two
more cones, but the correct sizes are not com¬

mercially available. The practitioner is re¬

luctant to spend some $20 apiece for new cones.

There is little use of available diaphragms,
although sets of four or more may be on hand,
labeled according to field size and use.

A more fundamental problem is that properly
chosen cones allow little margin, and poor cen¬

tering of the machine leads to cutoffs on films,
producing some annoyance and a need for re¬

takes. Although many radiologists may not ob¬
ject to slightly cut corners, others are unwilling
to accept them, with the result that the cones are

not used.
A variable aperture collimator offers a way

out of this difficulty. Essentially, a variable
aperture collimator is a continuously adjustable
round or rectangular lead diaphragm, which
can be set conveniently for any given field size
and distance combination. A centering light or

light beam is provided to facilitate positioning.
A small model sells for about $100, and better
units up to $450. We have recommended pur¬
chase of variable aperture eollimators when it
appeared that the practitioner would be inter¬
ested. However, even adjustable eollimators
pose some difficulties. They must be precisely
attached to the tube housing in order to produce
a symmetrically centered field. Put on care¬

lessly, they can also cause cutoffs, which force
the technician to set them at a somewhat larger
field size than indicated, to that extent decreas¬
ing their protective functions. Also, some of
these eollimators have a built-in extra beam size
margin of 1 to 2 inches in all directions, which
is probably necessary if one alines with a cen¬

tral light spot. Several adjustable cones have
been manufactured that project the entire field
rather than one central spot. They should be-
very satisfactory, provided the light and X-ray
beams are accurately centered with respect to
each other.
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The radiation-safety aspects of an ordinary
P-A chest X-ray illustrates these problems fur¬
ther. One would hope to limit the beam suffi¬
ciently to protect the ovaries in the female. If
a round metal cone is used, it must be checked
first for proper size, using the diagonal measure¬
ment of the 14-inch by 17-inch film and about
a 2-inch margin in each direction to give a final
diameter of roughly 24 to 25 inches. In order
to get an accurate field, the cone itself must be
tailored to less than one-fourth inch in critical
diameter. The necessary wide choice of cones

is not usually available. If a circular field is
used, its lowest portion will extend well down
into the gonadal area of a woman, though the
male gonads would be excluded. Rectangular
cones (nonadjustable) are not widely available
at present. If diaphragms are used (most ma¬

chines are not equipped for them), the utmost
precision is required in computing and cutting
out the apertures. Because of lack of stand¬
ardization on units of different ages and manu¬

facturers, diaphragms must be practically tai¬
lor-made for the unit. If a variable aperture
collimator is used, it must not allow excessive
margins, and it must be accurately centered.
These complications are mentioned because it

should be well understood by the field staff that
the mere presence of one or even four cones

does not assure good coning.
Accurate coning, of course, is more important

in certain projections than others. For a film
of the foot or ankle, almost any cone will protect
the reproductive organs from the primary beam.
In abdominal or lower back X-rays, it is diffi¬
cult with cones alone to exclude the gonads
from the beam.
Because of the practical difficulties in achiev¬

ing adequate coning, we recommend gonadal
shielding as a supplement to coning. Con¬
siderable overt resistance to local shielding has
been encountered in the field. Some practi¬
tioners (and technicians) feel it will alarm
patients. Local shielding may be a nuisance.
For upright projections, as of the chest, rather
cumbersome aprons or externally supported
shields are sometimes necessary. A variety of
gonadal shields are on the market, including
leaded bivalved arrangements for the scrotum,
but these involve hygienic and aesthetic con¬

siderations.

With radiography of the abdomen, the pelvis,
the hips, or the lower spine, considerable care

and ingenuity are needed if protection of the
gonads is to be achieved by shielding. Vari¬
ously shaped pieces of lead are needed, for
example, for protection of the ovaries during
abdominal work, shielding of the scrotum or

ovaries in infants being checked for congenital
dislocations of the hips, or protection of the
ovaries and fetal gonads during pelvhnetry.
Shields made of leaded glass woven material
can be used but are low in lead equivalence and
are expensive. Descriptions of specialized
shielding devices are found in the literature
(12-14), and one's imagination is the only limi¬
tation for suggesting new arrangements. For
routine chest X-rays externally supported
shielding is probably necessary if large round
cones are used. Few X-ray users surveyed in
Oregon have taken the steps necessary to curtail
gonadal exposure in examinations of the crit¬
ical lower trunk area. A useful technique for
local shielding is the mounting of lead sheet on
a larger clear plastic sheet, which can be posi¬
tioned over the patient accurately and easily.

Inphotofluorographic (p.f.g.) work (inchest
X-ray vans, for example) limitation of beam
size is often more nearly satisfactory because
precise diaphragms can be cut and permanently
installed. We advise checking the actual field
size projected with X-ray films or fluorescent
materials. Usually the film-carrying hood as¬

sembly is coupled automatically to the X-ray
head. Therefore, no centering problem arises,
and small margins are possible, especially on the
bottom edge. For photofluorographic work im¬
proved lens systems, fast screens, and fast film
help to reduce the dose. The film used in p.f.g.
units differs in size from ordinary X-ray film
and is not necessarily available in the same

range of speeds.
Limitation of beam size for dental X-ray

units can be readily accomplished. Most dental
units, however, have unnecessarily large beams
although there is a plastic pointer on the out¬
side, and a lead washer may even be installed
inside it. Standards for dental radiography
have been discussed in several articles (15-18).
A 2%-inch field diameter at the patient's jaw is
advised. A 16-inch tube-to-skin distance is
preferable to reduce parallax errors, but 8
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inches is much more commonly used. Restric¬
tion of beam size is easily achieved by inserting
a heavy lead "washer" inside the plastic pointer
cone, of a size calculated to produce the recom¬

mended field diameter. Such washers, together
with filters, are becoming widely available com¬

mercially, or they can be fabricated at minimal
expense. We do not feel additional local shield¬
ing is indicated for general dental work.

Added Filtration

Another step that reduces patient exposure
is the insertion of an aluminum filter into the
X-ray beam (19). The filter cuts out the soft
component of the X-ray beam, which otherwise
would irradiate the soft tissues closer to the
X-ray tube but would not contribute signifi¬
cantly to the actual X-ray image on the film.
Current standards require a total filtration of
2.5 mm. of aluminum equivalent on radio-
graphic units. Most X-ray tubes have an in¬
herent filtration of about 0.5 mm., and
therefore only 2 mm. of aluminum need be
added. Some tubes have a substantially higher
inherent filtration, up to 1.5 mm. We use a

table listing inherent filtration for various
machines, but when in doubt the assumption of
0.5 mm. is unlikely to cause difficulty. Provid¬
ed a unit is used at kilovoltages higher than
about 70, no change in exposure is required on

insertion of 2 mm. of added filter, even where
none was used before. At lower kilovoltages
some small increase in milliamperage and time
of exposure may be necessary. Many dental
units operate at 55 to 65 kv. and with these the
addition of 2 mm. of aluminum may cut down
output to a level where exposure time becomes
excessive. The current NCRP recommenda¬
tions for dental machines call for total filtration
equivalent to 1.5 mm. of aluminum. Most new

units include the required permanent filters.

Film and Film Development
Film, film development, and film cassettes

are comparatively simple components of radio¬
logical control. The usual X-ray film cassette
contains two intensifying screens, one on each
side of the X-ray film. Only when very fine
detail is required (as in certain bones) should

film be used without such screens. Therefore,
the effective exposure speed depends both on

the film emulsion and on the cassette screens.

In recent years films have been substantially
improved and several excellent fast films are

on the market. The price is perhaps 10 per¬
cent more than for standard-speed film, but this
should not deter their use. The fastest films
may show slightly less detail, and radiologists
may not find them entirely satisfactory for criti¬
cal work. However, they are adequate for
many purposes and can be expected to decrease
patient exposure by 30 to 40 percent.

Cassette screens have also been improved. A
pair of 14-inch by 17-inch cassette screens cost
about $30, in part because of the high standards
of uniformity that are needed to prevent the
production of spurious shadows on the films.
Replacement of screens in all 6 to 10 cassettes
used in an office is therefore expensive. Instal¬
lation of fast screens in only one cassette is
possible in a small office, but then two different
exposure techniques have to be used. The re¬

duction of patient exposure with newer screens
is about 30 percent. An optimum combination
of screen and film promises even greater reduc¬
tions, and specifically matched sets will doubt¬
less become available soon.

Experience in the Oregon survey has revealed
that a majority of X-ray films are not properly
processed. In order to utilize the full speed
of the emulsion the film must be fully developed,
which means 5 minutes at 68° F. Some film
manufacturers offer charts giving times for
"standard" development and "full" develop¬
ment. There appears little question that 5
minutes can and should be allocated to develop¬
ing the film, even in an emergency. However,
as with any photographic emulsion, the tem¬

perature of the developer is a critical factor in
the chemical process. Full development may
be obtained at 75° F. in less than 3 minutes,
but with some increase in grain size and fog¬
ging. Most smaller offices have no thermostatic
baths, and many technicians control developer
temperature by trial and error, using surround¬
ing sink water with fair results. Others do not
watch the temperature at all and control density
by inspection, which is not desirable. Small
electrical bath thermostats are not expensive
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and ought to be recommended in practically all
offices.
To produce a satisfactory film with a develop¬

ment time of only 2y2 to 3 minutes at 68° F.
requires approximately a 50 percent increase in
exposure. If full development, fast film, and
other innovations are used, exposure time and
milliamperage used in the tube, or both of these,
may be decreased. Usually a multiplication
factor for the combined changes can be estab¬
lished by trial and error for some representative
exposure and then applied "across the board."
It is possible at times simply to decrease ex¬

posure while obtaining good results, because
X-ray film has some considerable exposure
latitude.

Increasing Kilovoltage
A number of articles have appeared on the

advantages of high kilovoltage in X-ray work
(19-21). Simply put, the kilovoltage deter¬
mines the velocity of each electron while the
tube current (in milliamperes) is proportional
to the number of photons per unit time. The
total exposure is therefore measured in milli-
ampere-seconds (MAS); it is proportional to
the total number of photons reaching the
patient. A change in tube kilovoltage has a

complex effect, since it both increases the num¬

ber and energy of photons. In practice a rule
of thumb is that the MAS should be halved for
each increase of 10 kilovolts. The advantage
of higher kilovoltage is that the resulting beam
is more uniform and penetrating. This in¬
creases the ratio of useful negative image to
patient exposure.

Radiologists have generally considered high
kilovoltage to be above 100 kilovolts. An ob¬
jection has been raised that at values of 100-
120 kilovolts the films have lower contrasts and
are harder to read. However, radiologists who
take time to get used to the "greyer" high-kilo-
voltage films find them completely satisfactory
and often superior in range of detail. Most
units in use, however, are not designed to oper¬
ate at high kilovoltage. Some units may show
a scale up to 110-120 kilovolts, but are not neces¬

sarily intended for heavy usage above 100 kilo¬
volts, unless of recent design. For instance, the
conventional high-voltage cables found on most

smaller units are said to fail rapidly at levels
above 100 kilovolts. On the other hand, much
work today is still done in the 60-75 range,
which is less than satisfactory in producing a

full range of detail. We recommend the use of
the 75-90 kilovoltage range for the ordinary
nonhospital installation, which affords a com¬

promise between maximum reduction of patient
exposure and practical demands.
When higher kilovoltage t e c h n i q u e is

adopted, the exposure charts must be exten¬
sively modified. Since modification is a com¬

plex undertaking, it is advisable to get a ready-
made high-kilovoltage chart from an X-ray
distributor. This can then be adapted to the
given unit by a simple proportionality factor.
The radiological surveyor needs to know

which distributors have charts and to study
them himself so as to provide correct advice.
Changing from 65 to 85 kilovolts results in
substantial reductions in entrance skin ex¬

posures (by as much as 75 percent) with some¬

what lesser reductions deep in the body.
Considerable time goes into explaining why

higher kilovoltages are recommended since
most technicians find this contrary to what they
expect. Radiologists (and hospitals) com¬

monly use medium-high kilovoltages and time
and effort expended in encouraging them to
go higher may be fruitful. Since radiologists
are specialists in this field, some restraint is
advisable in insisting that they alter their
working technique. On the other hand, many
of them have not given the high-kilovoltage
technique a fair trial and may be encouraged
to do so.

Since most dental units operate at a low,
fixed kilovoltage in the order of 55-70 kilovolts,
no major change in voltage is possible unless
the unit is replaced. The newest dental units
are adjustable and go up to 90 kilovolts.
The installations in use by chiropractors,

osteopaths, veterinarians, and others are fre¬
quently, though not necessarily, old and of low
maximum kilovoltage and current output, Re¬
placement may often be advisable. However,
it should t>e noted that kilovoltage is only one

factor among many, such as filtration and film
speed, and the vast majority of units in use

can be put into acceptable condition though at
lower than optimum kilovoltage.
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We have encountered only a small number
of really obsolete machines in Oregon, such as
those with exposed wiring or bivalve tube
shields without a full housinig. These units are
hazardous with respect to electrical shock talone.
The surveyor should have a general idea of
what new and good used X-ray malchines cost
and keep these figures in mind wlheni discuss-
ing replacement. If replacemenit at a future
date is decided upon, tlhe practitioner nonethe-
less may still need to install protective items
on his current equipment, since thle purchlase
may be put off for years.

Dose Rate Measurements

A word may be said here (about taking meas-
urements of dose rate in the direct X-ray
beam. We do not routinely mleasure dose rate
in the X-ray beam except in fluoroscopic inst.al-
lations for the following rea.sons: many instru-
ments do not read a4ccurately with short pulses;
making a full set of measurements witlh a con-
denser r meter is muclh too time consuming;
and, most important,, such measurements are
really not needed to assure protectioni. The
X-ray film itself serves as a final dosimete,r
for any exposure. Therefore, if a filter is pres-
ent, if t,he kilovoltage is adequate, and if fast
film is used and processed fully, t.he skin ex-
posure for a given high-qualit.y X-ray negative
can be accurately predicted. Whlile the output
of machines at a given kilovolta.ge and milli-
amperagae varies greatly when there is no fil-
tration, much less unpredictability is founid if
the routine protective devices are present.

Maiany units in the field are of the conv-eiti-
ble type, that is, the radiographic head swings
under the table and is locked into position to
produce, a small fluoroscopic installation. For
these, much informa,tion about the fluoroscopic
output is already at ha.nd after the standard
inspection. Larger installations have separate
fluoroscopes whiclh require a separate survey.
Frequently it is difficult to examine adequately
the fluoroscopic t.ube head for filtration, aind
we therefore routinely obtaini a half-value
layer measurement as well as fluoroscopic dose
rate in air. The half-va,lue layer is that thick-
ness of a given material wlichl reduces the
beam intensity by one-lhalf. It is convenient

Figure 2. Paraffin phantom for measuring
scatter radiation and depth dose

to use a 1 millinmeter tlickniess of aluminium
(pure, niot alloyed) anid take miieasurem-ienits
with tw-o suitable (5 a-nd 10 r capacity) coni-
deniser- r clha-imbers simultaneously. Trout a.nd
a.ssociates (19) provide charllits of the effective
lha.lf-value layer equiva.lents of X-ray beams
withl a given kilovolt.a.ge and tot.al filtration.
Under ordina,ry conditions, 2.5nmm. of tota.l tube
filtrationL results in ani X-ray bea.m that is fur-
ther attenuated about 25 percent by an addi-
tional added millimeter of aluminluml; that is,
the meas,ured dose, in. air anid through the stand-
ard alumiiinuilm slheet (directly on the tabletop)
shouldinot differ by more thlan 2,5 percenit. It
is suggested that the pioper values for a given
instrumenit, filter stanidard, and so on, be
clhecked empirically wlhen a pro(gram is set up,
using hospital units withl a known total
filtration. Somewhat more precise half-va.lue
layer mneasurements can be obtained witlh spe-
cial metal. ca^ps over a. conideniser r chamber
(10). Inaccuracies resulting fromii using the
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chambers directly on the table rather than in
a scattering medium are not veiy important in
routine fieldwork.
Measurements of secondary radiation, how¬

ever, should preferably be made with a scatter¬
ing medium in the X-ray beam. Lateral dose
rate at a fluoroscopic table is at least doubled
by a scattering mass as large as the human
body. A block of paraffin or stack of mason-

ite sheets will serve this purpose. Measure¬
ments of semiresearch quality can be obtained
by a standard paraffin block with openings at
the surface and deeper channels for measure¬

ments equivalent to various depth doses. Fig¬
ure 2 illustrates such a block. Aluminum
sheet for half-value layer determination can

be built into the block. It is then possible to

get three or four useful measurements from
a single exposure quickly and efficiently. If
such a "phantom" is used for radiographic as

well as fluoroscopic studies, special care should
be taken to avoid saturating the chambers
with excessively short and intense pulses of
radiation.
Another basic fact concerning measurements

is that even though the X-ray beam may be
sharply limited by a cone, the secondary elec¬
tronic equilibrium built up in any scattering
mass, including the human body, extends ap¬
preciably beyond the original limits of the
beam (22). Scatter measurements in a paraffin
block taken, for example, 4 inches beyond what
is thought to be the actual edge of the beam
will be much higher than more distant scatter
measurements. This point is also of impor¬
tance in connection with recommendations
about local shielding. For instance, any at¬

tempt to shield the ovaries with a pair of 2-
inch diameter lead sheets on a plastic sheet
would probably result in only a small decrease
in actual radiation exposure of the ovaries be¬
cause of the electronic equilibrium conditions
built up deep in the body.

Special Techniques for Fluoroscopes
The present NCRP limit on fluoroscopic dose

rate at the tabletop or panel is 10 r per minute
in air (23). Judging by comments from local
radiologists 5 r per minute is adequate for
observations, and not infrequently 1 to 3 r per

minute may be practical. Milliampere settings
to achieve these dose rates run on the order of
1.5 to 3.5; but milliamperage meters are often
inaccurate and should not be relied on. To
fluoroscope sucessfully below 5 r per minute,
15 to 20 minutes of dark adaptation is recom¬

mended; even 10 minutes improves vision ma¬

terially. Lailess the fluoroscopic room is com¬

pletely dark, light leaks may interfere with
viewing. Red goggles for dark adaptation are

owned by many but used by far too few. Low-
efficiency screens used with some older fluoro¬
scopic units should be replaced.
When the fluoroscopic viewing screen is ex¬

amined for shutter adequacy, a dark margin
should be found on the screen with the shutters
wide open. However, this specification de¬
pends on the distance from the tabletop at
which the screen is used, and judgment is there¬
fore exercised in placing the screen for this test.
Twelve to fifteen inches seems realistic, but per¬
haps a greater distance is safer. The residual
dose rate through the leaded-glass fluoroscopic
screen under normal conditions is commonly
5-20 mr per hour. Rates above this require
investigation (10).
High rates may sometimes be due to a failure

to readjust kilovoltage to the usual fluoroscopic
kilovoltage; this, of course, also increases the
dose rate in air. Several scatter measurements
can be made in the vicinity of the unit, prefer¬
ably with a scattering block in place. Rates at
the sides of the unit are often 250 to 1,000 mr

per hour, rising to as high as 1,500 mr per hour
at certain locations above the table but not in
the direct beam. While these values are high,
it should be noted that few units are used for
as much as an hour a week, except in hospitals,
and also that the user is expected to be wearing
protective garments. Some also employ lead
hangers at the fluoroscopic assembly and to
cover the Bucky slot. The fluoroscopist's fore¬
arms may be exposed to more than 300 mr a

week, but this is below exposure limits for the
hands and wrists of 1.5 r a week. Normally
the shutters are at least partly closed during
actual use. Film badges should be the court of
final appeal. They should be used inside the
apron and possibly on the collar and coat
sleeves.
An additional XCRP specification for fluoro-
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scopes is a minimi-umi distanice of 12 inclhes
ancd a pr-eferred distanice of 18 inelhes from
tube taarget to panel or t-abletop. We lhav-e
founld that m11ost unlits fall someiwlier e be-
tweeni these measuires. The reason for this
specificationi is ratlher conlplex, inivolvingo differ-
ences in effective (lose ra.te at vairyingcr deptlhs in
the bodly, as influenced by the inverse square
law-. Soine receint actual measurements sug-
gest, lhowever, that the lose, at minlimal dis-
ta,nces is niot too great (10), anid we believe conl-
sidered. judgnment, witlh cogniiizancie of measuired
(lose rate slhould o-overii sugoestionis for re-
buildinig a unit. It slhouild be clearly unider-
stood that the poinit at issule lher'e is not silmply
dose rate as a funcetioni of (listaince, but a iunclh
more invi-olved physical plheniomenioni.

Am-noicg v-arious specialized types of fluoro-
scopic inistallations, a commllllonl Olle is the uIp-
rihlit Unlit used by internists for quick inspec-
tionis of tlhe lheart anid lung s. Since the
fluior'oscopic unlit does niot tilt to the lhorizon-
tall positiolln it is practical to talpe up) thle clhall-
bers aniid lhalf-value layer filter w-ith wi-ide ad-
lhesive ta.pe. The conitrCols on1 suicli units ofteIn
show- tranisformer p)rimary (line) -oltage
rather thlian secondary voltage actutally im-
p)ressecl oC the X-ray tube, and it is tlherefore
ofteni impossible to assess operating kilovoltage.
Howvever, this is imm1at,erial as loga(s (lose rate
and lhalf-value layeir are kniown a(lad(leqtuate.

Fluoroscop ic unlits in l)edli atric cliinics require
careful scrutinly. It is eatsily possible to (leliveer
as muhelaas 1() r to the goinads and muitichl of
the body of ani infanMit in a sincgle fluioroscopy ex-
anmiination if the exposed field is not well col-
limiated. If every inifanit receiv-ed suclh a (lose,
the goniadal limit of 10 r for the total l)ol)lplation
by age 3()0 would be exceeded (1). AnLmy au-
tlhorities have strongly iured dlecr-ease(l ise of
pedi.atr;ic fluoroscopes, anid we lhav-e founiid it

possible to persuicade many p)hysicizins to a(gree,
ailtlhoughl a few peldiatLicianis wislh to havel tlhe
Unit availlable for emneiroency work, to locate for-
eigni bodies, for examiiple. If the uniiit is uised, it
is clear thlat lownmilliamper-age n(lad(leaepiate
filtrcation and(I slhutter s slhouild be l)lpesent for
Protectio11. In somne instanices a lead shieet
(21/2 pounds per squiare foot) with a smcall
rectangrular cutout somiiewhlat smnaller tlhani tlhe
uisulal infanit clhest. is perm1111aneitly mouniite(d onl

the tabletop in plalce of shutters. Pediatric
uniiits uinfortuniately are frequently fouu-cd to be
couverted X-ray uniits witlhout slhutters. The
pediatricians always welcome iniformatioi
about the dose rate of a uInit, anid a discussioui of
the curienit concepts of goniadal anid otlher ex-

posur-e limits.
Most osteopaths anid chiropractors in Oregron

disclaiiu substantial uise of fluoroscopy. How-
ever, their unlits, usulmly those of the convert-
ilble tyV)e, are clhecked for fluoroscopic output.
Souiie lbospitals lhave portable Unlits aind uise is
made of a. hand-held fluoroscope. These (le-
v-ices are rapidly disa)peariig, as their use is
coll(lelinnedl todlay.

If a iuniit own-ed by a clhiropractor- is used for
spinograins, special collimatingd*iaphragriims
with a slot-shaped apeirture anid the use of
sl)ecial gonadal slhielding will at least re(ltce
the (lose. Most of the chiropractic iuniits w%-e
lhav-e enlcouIIItereld have lbeen older Inniits of smn-all
oultp)llt. Inlder these conliitionis the exposures
requirie(l for pellet iatioiu of the spine ani(l pelvis
runll into malny seconlds; furtlher reduictioin of
output by filtration maiy extenid tlis timie. Sinice
chliropiractic work iinv-olv-es X-rying tthick paLts
withl potentially highronadal exposurees, the
bur(dlein of justifica-tion. is on the prescriber. A-s
noted1 above, the St-ate conisideers the (lose un-
necessary an(l actively discourages the use of
spinogramis.

Summary and Conclusions

Highly trainied personnel are sought, for inl-
spection of diagniostic X-r.av units. This work
reqtires considerable specialized knowledge of
X-raly techniiique, radiatioll measureinemets, per-
son niel exposure stanudida-rds, and radiobiological
effects. The clhief of sIcIlh a pr'ogrl'ami lhas to
aniswer qtuestionis relatinig to radiolog.ical haz-
ar(ls, anid it is advisable for him- to lhav-e formiial
postgraduate, tralining in radliobiology. The
w-orking team requires specific field inistrnietion
under the guicldanice of the procgfr-am clief.

Occupational X-Iray exposure appears to be
fairily well uind(ler control; few gri-oss over-
exposures are founid. Filml-badges ar e sug_-
gested wherever peirsonniiel monitoringo is re-
quiiied, but niot necessarilv for use continutiously.
Experience is often more reliable for judging
personnel exposures tIlian survey iiistrulmenits.
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Collimation of the X-ray beam is probably
the most important sinigle factor in reducing
patient exposure. Adequate coning is difficult
to attaini in practice. Fairly good results can
be obtainedl witlh some types of variable aper-
ture collimators, particularly if they com-pletely
illumiiniatte the field with visible light.. Gon-adal
slhieldinig is recommeldled for all examiinationis
involv-inig the lower trunk, lowever, as anl ad-
ditional precaution.

Additionial protective techniiques readily ap-
plicable to most Iuniits include added filtrationi,
fast. film, full-film processing, anid correct ex-
posuLes. To these may be added unider some
circumstanices fast. cassette screens and higlh-
kilovoltage techlniique.

Fluoroscopic output cani be reduced at the
tabletop or paniel to 5 r a, miniute or less witlhout

uchl difficulty. Personnel exposure in fluoro-
scopic examinations is not excessive if the usual
protective garmenets a-re worni.

Pediatric fltioroscopes anid chiropractic in-
stallationis used for spinogramis are dliscourlaged.

For good resuilts, persons in radiation safety
programs dealinig with diagnostic X-ray units
nieed a detailed understanding of X-ray work,
botlh from the theoretical aind practical view-
point. They must also be familiar with the
comlplex currenit exposure stanidar-ds and with
(liagnostic radiology. One canniiot depencd on
simply recommeniding that "adequate coninig
b)e provided," for instance, if success is to be
expected. Specific a.dvice is demanided oni all
details of accomplislhing the desirecl improve-
ments. For this purpose, special instruction
forms anid exp)lanatory materials for owners
anid operators are a useful supplement, to coun-
sel anid surveillance.
Informiiatioin concerninig the Public Healtlh Se-rvice in-
sl)ectioln programis and training courses can be ob-
tained( by writing to the Division of Radiological
Health, Iltublic Health Service, Washington 25, D.C.
Copies of inspection forms used in Oregon can be ob-
tamiie(d by writing to the Oregon State Boar(d of Health,
Portland 1, Oreg.
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Carbon Tetrachloride Poisoning
In Tennessee a worker brushing a bonding agent

on metal plates to hold a rubber mat developed
acute nephrosis. Samples from the worker's breath-
ing zone showed concentrations of carbon tetrachlo-
ride and xylene above the maximum allowable con-
centration.

Sawdust Trail

A dust explosion and fire recently destroyed the
cyclone collector and sawdust bin of a hardwood
flooring company at Everett, Pa. Apparently, the
explosion and blaze resulted from overheated saw-
dust on rafters in the boilerroom adjacent to the
dustbin and cyclone collector. Rafters which sup-
ported the boilerroom ran through the common wall
and across the dustbin. There was no solid wall
between the dustbin and boilerroom. Ignited dust
on the rafters above the boiler burned in a slow
trail to the dustbin where the explosion occurred.

It is customary for lumber plants to collect saw-
dust in a cyclone and dustbin, and to burn it in the
boiler. For safety, it is recommended that a solid
firewall separate dust collection units and boiler-
room; that dust be prevented from accumulating
on rafters above the boiler; and that firing the

boiler with sawdust be done with care to prevent a
backflash. It is also good practice to keep the fire-
door between dustbin and boilerroom closed except
to remove sawdust for burning and to keep flamma-
ble material away from the boiler and sawdust bin.
Without such precautions, a dust collector and a
boiler are potential dynamite.
-W. C. MAWHINNEY, industrial hygienist, Pennsyl-

vania Department of Health.

Celery Workers' Rash
Pink rot, a fungal disease of celery, causes a skin

rash among cutters who handle celery before it is
washed in the packing sheds. Most frequently the
cutters complain of blisters which break and develop
into a depigmented type of lesion, but the disease
can also cause hyperpigmentation. The hyper- or
hypopigmentation may last for 9 months.
At the request of the Michigan Department of

Health, the Occupational Health Branch, Bureau of
State Services, Public Health Service, studied the
dermatitis among workers on 15 farms in that State.
Patch tests on celery workers and volunteers at the
Occupational Health Field Headquarters indicate
that the cause of the rash is photosensitization of
pinkrot-diseased celery.

Exposure to Microwaves
Experience and research have not indicated a

need to change the present standard, 10 milliwatts
per square centimeter, of a safe working exposure to
microwaves, it was reported at the Third Tri-Service
Conference on the Biological Effects of Microwaves
held at Berkeley, Calif., August 27-29, 1959.
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